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In the emerging area of nanotechnology, a key issue is related to the potential impacts of the novel nanomaterials on the
environment and human health, so that this technology can be used with minimal risk. Specifically designed to combine on a single
structure multipurpose tags and properties, smart nanomaterials need a comprehensive characterization of both chemicophysical
properties and adequate toxicological evaluation, which is a challenging endeavour; the in vitro toxicity assays that are often
employed for nanotoxicity assessments do not accurately predict in vivo response. To overcome these limitations and to evaluate
toxicity characteristics of cadmium telluride quantum dots in relation to surface coatings, we have employed the freshwater polyp
Hydra vulgaris as a model system. We assessed in vivo acute and sublethal toxicity by scoring for alteration of morphological
traits, population growth rates, and influence on the regenerative capabilities providing new investigation clues for nanotoxicology
purposes.

1. Introduction
During the past decade, advances in synthesis and biofunctionalization of colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals have
generated an increasing widespread interest among investigators in the field of biology and medicine. The multitude
of successful uses of quantum dots (QDs) as specific markers
for cellular structures and molecules, monitoring molecular
and physiological events in live cells and animals, is a
testimony of their great potential as multipurpose bioprobes
[1, 2]. However, there exists an open question regarding
whether nanoparticles per se can elicit biological responses,
which could interfere with the phenomena they are intended
to measure. Evidences are cumulating that nanoparticles
play active roles even in the absence of specific ligands
and that factors such as size and charge are crucial for the
activation of cell responses, internalization, and intracellular
traﬃcking [3, 4]. Thus, it is a priority for the wide scientific
community working to develop nanostructured materials
for biomedical purposes to relate the physical and chemical
characteristics of nanomaterials to their behaviour, in vivo.

While most of the published data addressing this important
issue rely on cell culture studies and are focussed on the
identification of the physicochemical parameters influencing
the impact of nanoparticle on living cells [5, 6], we propose
a new model system to work at the whole animal level. The
small freshwater polyp Hydra vulgaris (Cnidaria, Hydrozoa)
is a diploblastic animal, at the base of the metazoan
evolution, composed of just two epithelial cell layers (an
inner endoderm and an outer ectoderm facing the low
ionic strength medium) with few interspersed specialised cell
types, a neuronal net controlling functions and physiology
(Figure 1). This structural complexity, simpler than vertebrates, with central nervous system and specialized organs,
but much complex compared to cultured cells, makes Hydra
comparable to a living tissue whose cells and distant regions
are physiologically connected [7].
The feasibility to approach biological issues using Hydra
as model system has been shown previously by our group.
In a pioneer work, we synthesised glutathione functionalised
quantum dots (GSH-QDs), studied the biological activity
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Figure 1: (a) Picture of living Hydra. The animal has a simple body plan: it is a tube with a head at the apical end and a foot or basal disc
at the other. The head is in two parts, the hypostome (mouth) at the apex and below that the tentacle zone from which a ring of tentacles
emerge. Scale bar 200 μm. (b) Schematic representation of the bilayered structure of the animal: the body wall is composed of two selfrenewing cell layers, an outer, the ectoderm, and an inner, the endoderm, separated by an extracellular matrix, the mesoglea. The arrows
on the left side indicate the direction of tissue displacement. (c) Along the animal body, both ectoderm and endoderm layers are composed
of epitheliomuscular cells, while interstitial stem cells and their intermediate and terminal derivatives (neurons, nematocytes, and secretory
cells) are interspersed among ectoderm and endoderm.
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Figure 2: Example of morphological alterations induced by the treatment of living Hydra with CdTe QDs. Animals were incubated with
increasing doses of TGA- and GSH-capped CdTe QDs, from left to right: 50 nM, 100 nM, 200 nM, 300 nM, 500 nM, 750 nM, and 1 μM over
a period of 2 h and then imaged. Progressive morphological changes were scored from 10 down to 1, as previously described in[8].

evoked in living polyps, and identified GSH-targeted cells
[9]. In the following studies, we used rod-shaped CdSe/CdS
nanocrystals (QRs) not bearing functional groups to identify
the mechanisms underlying cell-QR interaction. Unexpectedly, Hydra treated with QRs showed a behavioural response,
a tentacle writhing activity, which was finely characterized
and shown to be calcium dependent and relying on the
presence of tentacle neurons. These results indicated that
the interactions between living organisms and newly synthesised nanomaterials need to be deeply investigated before
employing any new nanostructure for biological purposes,
that is, for cell-tracking studies, drug delivery. We have also
identified both chemical and biological factors involved in
the interaction QR-Hydra [4] working both in vivo, at the
level of whole animal and isolated cells, and in vitro on
fixed specimens, concluding that the QR internalization is
the combined results of QR positive surface charge and
membrane traﬃcking events regulated by the presence of
annexin proteins on cell membranes.
A remarkable advantage oﬀered by Hydra as a model
organism to be targeted by metal-based nanocrystals is
the possibility to evaluate the potential toxicity of these

nanoparticles on diﬀerent aspects of Hydra physiology. The
availability of new animal models suitable for the assessment
of nanotoxicity is currently recognised as a priority. Hydra
is sensitive to a range of pollutants and has been used
as a biological indicator of water pollution [10–12]. Metal
pollutants such as copper, cadmium, and zinc have been
tested against diﬀerent Hydra species, and the relative toxicity
based on the median lethal concentration (LC50) for all
species was ranked from copper, the most toxic, to cadmium
with zinc, the least toxic [13]. Drugs and pharmaceuticals
targeted at mammalian receptors have also been shown
to adversely aﬀect Hydra, showing the feasibility to use
this aquatic invertebrate to accurately assess the potential
toxicological eﬀect of pharmaceuticals entered into natural
waters through sewage eﬄuent and landfill leakages [12].
Several bioassays are available to assess the toxicity of a
given compound in terms of acute or sublethal toxicity.
Polyps exposure to diﬀerent drugs may cause (1) alteration
of morphological traits and developmental programs, (2)
alteration of regeneration or pattern formation; the remarkable regenerative capacity of Hydra relies on the presence
of mitotically active multipotent stem cells in the gastric
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Figure 3: Dose response toxicity curves to (a) TGA- and (b) GSH-capped QDs. 20 Hydra were treated with the indicated QD at increasing
concentrations for 2 hours and then, following extensive washing, allowed to recover in physiological solution for 24 hr (blue line), 48 hr
(red line), and, 72 hr (purple line), when morphology was appropriately scored. Median scores of morphological condition were compared
by nonparametric Friedman Test; values with a letter in common are not significantly diﬀerent (P < .001). The toxicity of TGA-and-GSH
capped QDs on Hydra morphology increases with time and concentration.

region, able to regenerate a new organism within 72 hr; as
this process is controlled by temporal, positional, and morphogenetic factors, the presence of toxicants in the medium
may aﬀect the full process, and (3) alteration of population
growth rates; bioassays measuring Hydra population growth
by asexual reproduction are rapid, sensitive, and precise.
Large numbers of Hydra can be cultured due to their small
size and rapid reproductive rate [14]. The high reproductive
rate of Hydra enables subchronic toxicity test which assess
the population reproductive eﬀects of a toxicant to be done
in short time periods.
In the present paper, we evaluated the toxicological
eﬀects of fluorescent CdTe QDs, presenting diﬀerent chemical coatings, on a whole organism, Hydra vulgaris. By using
diﬀerent approaches, from in vivo evaluation of morphological traits to the impact on growth rate and regeneration,
we determined diﬀerent behaviours and toxicological eﬀects
played by CdTe QDs, such as the influence of the surface
coating, showing the feasibility of using Hydra as fast, lowcost, and reliable tool for nanotoxicology studies.

2. Methods
2.1. Nanocrystals Employed. The water-soluble CdTe QDs
used in this study were surface capped with thioglycolic acid
(TGA) or glutathione (GSH) and synthesized as described
in [15]. In this work, TGA-QDs (mean diameter of 3.1 nm)
present an absorption wavelength of the first electronic

transition at 537 nm, while GSH-QDs (mean diameter of
3.6 nm) at 598 nm.
2.2. Hydra Culture. Hydra vulgaris (strain Zurich, originally
obtained by P. Tardent) were asexually cultured in physiological solution (SolHy: 1 mM CaCl2 , 0.1 mM NaHCO3 ,
pH 7) by the method of Loomis and Lenhoﬀ with minor
modifications [14]. The animals were kept at 18 ± 1◦ C and
fed three times per week with freshly hatched Artemia salina
nauplii.
2.3. In Vivo Experiments with Intact and Regenerating
Animals. Groups of 20 animals were collected in plastic
multiwells and allowed to equilibrate at room temperature
in 300 μL of physiological solution (SolHy: CaCl2 1 mM,
NaHCO3 0.1 mM, pH 7). The test was initiated by adding
test QDs to each well containing 10 polyps and incubating
as necessary. QD uptake was monitored in vivo, unless
otherwise stated, by continuous video recording using a
Camedia digital camera (Olympus) connected to a stereomicroscope (Olympus ZSX-RFL2) equipped with fluorescence filter sets (BP460–490/DM505/LP510). Following
extensive washes, in vivo imaging was accomplished at several
magnifications by using both a stereomicroscope and an
inverted microscope (Axiovert 100, Zeiss) equipped with a
digital colour camera (Olympus, DP70) and fluorescence
filter sets (BP4502013490/FT510/LP515). In order to assay
acute toxicity, the morphological changes induced by QD
treatment were monitored, by using a scoring procedure
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Figure 4: Mean tentacle regeneration indices (TRI) plotted against corresponding days of regeneration. In (a), a scheme of the regeneration
is illustrated. Groups of 4 Hydra treated with TGA-QD (b) or GSH-QD (c) were bisected and allowed to regenerate for 14 days. For each
type of QD, two diﬀerent concentrations were tested (50 nM, purple line, and 100 nM, green line) and compared to untreated regenerating
Hydra. Mean TRI values with diverse letter are significantly diﬀerent (unpaired t-test (P < .001)).

of the progressive changes in structure. This procedure
allows to examine the ability of animals to recover from
QD-induced damage. Every day, using a stereomicroscope,
recognizable physical changes in response to diﬀerent QD
ranges were recorded, according to score values (ranging
from 1 to 10) described by Wilby [8]. For imaging acquisition
and analysis, the software system Cell F (Olympus) was
used. For regeneration experiments, treated polyps were
bisected in the gastric region and in vivo imaged at various
time points after amputation. A quantitative method was
used for the evaluation of distal regeneration in Hydra,
based on estimates of tentacle elongation during 14 days of
regeneration, determination of a tentacle regeneration index
(TRI), and a statistical analysis of profiles obtained from
various samples in diﬀerent experiments [16]. According
to this method, for each of the N polyps, it is possible to
calculate at time t the corresponding Tentacle regeneration
index (TRI) as follows:
R j (t) =

5

K =1

j

pk ·

nk (t)
j = 1, 2, ..., N ,
nmax

(1)

where n represents the maximal tentacle number for a single
j
polyp under physiological conditions, that is, nmax = 8; nk (t)
represents the number of tentacles of class K (5 tentacle

classes were set, of length equal to 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, and1)
regenerated by the jth Hydra at time t. The series of TRI
values of the jth polyp, obtained at the fixed observation
times, represents the individual regeneration profile of the
polyp. Finally, for each group of N = 4 Hydra, a mean TRI
was calculated at any observation time t in order to follow
the average regeneration rate of the group. Experiments
were performed in air-conditioned environment at 22◦ C
and repeated three times for each condition tested. Median
lethal concentrations (LC50) and lethal time (LT50) were
calculated using the Spearman-Karber trim method [17].

2.4. Hydra Growth Rates. Experimental animals (four Hydra
with one bud) were treated with the indicated QD, for
4 h, then washed, and the following day placed in 3.5 cm
Petri dishes (1 Hydra/dish). Control animals at the same
developmental stage were not treated. Both experimental
and control Hydra were fed once daily, and the population
doubling time was determined as growth parameter. The
growth rate constant (k) of an exponentially growing group
of animals is defined as ln (n/n0 ) = kt, where n is the number
of animals at time t and n0 the number of animals at t0 . For
n/n0 = 2, t = T2 , the doubling time of the population T2
was determined by linear regression [18].
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Figure 5: Influence of the QD treatment on Hydra population growth rate. Population growth test started with a population of four fullgrown Hydra, incubated 2 h with the indicated QD, washed out, and monitored every day for bud detachment. Hydra were treated with
GSH-QDs, dark and light green bars, (a), or TGA-QDs, dark and light pink bars, (b), washed, and equilibrated in culture solution or not
treated (blue bars). The individuals were inspected daily and counted under a stereomicroscope. The logarithmic growth rate constant (k)
is the slope of the regression line using the standard equation of logarithmic growth: ln (n/n0 ) = kt. Significant diﬀerences between growth
rates of Hydra population treated with TGA-QD or untreated were obtained comparing linear regression slopes using ANOVA two-way test
(P < .005). On the right panel, n/n◦ ratio (±SD) extrapolated from growth curves at days 4 and 11 is indicated.

2.5. Statistical Analysis. LC50 and LT50 values were calculated using the Spearman-Karber trim method [17].
Median scores of morphological condition were compared
by nonparametric Friedman analysis [13]. A t-test (P < .001)
was used to test for significance between TRI values within
treatments. The slope of the regression curves obtained from
single population growth rate was tested for significance
using a two-way ANOVA (P < .001).

3. Results
The two types of highly luminescent CdTe QDs were utilised,
thioglycolic acid-capped CdTe QD (from here it is indicated
as TGA-QDs) [15] and glutathione-capped QDs (from here
named GSH-QDs), and the eﬀects on animal behaviour and
morphology where investigated over diﬀerent incubation
times. Being Hydra a small water living animal, the simple
addition of QDs to the culture medium enables us to study
the interaction between QD and animals, avoiding delivering
methods or invasive procedures. TGA-QDs and GSH-QDs
were added at diﬀerent concentrations to groups of living

polyps which were continuously monitored by fluorescence
stereomicroscopy to visually inspect potential QD uptake,
localisation, and cell morphology following incubation. By
fluorescence microscopy observation, the animals appeared
not fluorescently labelled, possibly due to the eﬀect of
calcium ions present in Hydra culture solution, which have
been shown to bleach the QD luminescence [19]. As shown
in Figure 2, morphological alterations were induced by
the treatment the with both CdTe-based QDs and scored
according to previous methods [8].
A precise and accurate estimation of the median lethal
concentration (LC50) was obtained by applying the trimmed
Spearman-Karber method, which has good statistical properties, is easy to use, and is recommended for accurate and
precise calculation of LC50 values and their 95% confidence
interval end points [17]. As this method counts the dead
animals and Hydra can recover the damage, we considered
dead animals as those showing scores lower than 4. Median
scores recorded at each QD test concentration of treated
animals decreased with increasing exposure, concentration,
and time, as shown in the graphs of Figure 3.
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In Table 1, LC50 and LT50 values calculated using the
Spearman-Karber method are reported for both TGA- and
GSH-capped QDs. TGA-QDs are characterized by lower
values of both LC50 and LT50 compared to GSH-QDs,
indicating a more toxic eﬀect played by the thioglycolic acid
surface compared to glutathione capping.
To fully characterize the toxicological impact of CdTe
QDs on Hydra, two further approaches were followed. The
first one is based on the capacity of Hydra to regenerate
missing parts of the body after amputation. During head
regeneration, the development of new tentacles can be
monitored by stereomicroscopy, and tentacles numbers and
lengths can be scored daily to assess the potential eﬀects
played by a toxicant on this controlled process. We used
a quantitative method to assay the eﬀect of QD treatment
on Hydra regeneration [16], calculating every day for each
condition the tentacle regeneration index (TRI), which
indicates the average tentacle length/Hydra (relative to the
maximum tentacle length, assumed as 1 when the process is
completed).
As shown by the graph of Figure 4, TRI values for
TGA-QD-treated animals were significantly lower compared
to TRI of untreated animals. These diﬀerences were more
evident during the first days of tentacle regeneration (gray
shaded in the left panel of Figure 4) and less evident during
the late stages of tentacle development. GSH-QD-treated
animals, by contrast, were characterized by TRI similar to
untreated animals, indicating for this QD type the absence
of toxic eﬀect on Hydra regeneration.
Finally, the potential long-term toxic eﬀects induced by
CdTe QDs on Hydra reproductive capabilities were assayed.
Growth rate of Hydra tissue is normally regulated by a
balance between epithelial cell cycle length, phagocytosis of
ectodermal cell in “excess,” and bud formation [18]. Thus,
the population growth rate is an indirect measure of the
Hydra tissue growth rate and cell viability. The growth
rates of QD-treated polyps were calculated and compared to
untreated animals, under regular feeding regime. As shown
in the graph of Figure 5(a), the growth rate of polyps treated
with GSH-QDs (two diﬀerent sublethal concentrations were
used) was similar to untreated animals, indicating the
absence of toxic eﬀects. Slight diﬀerences were observed only
at the beginning of the experiment, as shown by the ratio
n/n◦ (number of individuals/number of the founders) at day
4, but not later, that is, at day 11, when the diﬀerences were
not significant.
Constant growth rates of Hydra treated with TGA-QDs
(Figure 5(b)), on the opposite, were significantly diﬀerent
from untreated Hydra. Diﬀerences in the ratio n/n◦ were
found all along the period of investigation, indicating an
adverse eﬀect displayed by this type of QD on Hydra reproductive capability.

4. Discussion
Despite the abundant data accumulated on the toxicity of
CdTe QD on cell culture systems [20–23], it is a priority of
the scientific community to assess toxicological eﬀects at the
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level of whole animal. Hydra vulgaris represents an amenable
system to study the impact of the new nanomaterials on
living organism, as it is very simple; it is structured in only
two cell layers, thus it can be compared to a living tissue, but
it presents the complex physiology and behaviour of evolved
animals. The transparency of the epithelia makes it possible
to track fluorescent nanoparticles, while its sensitivity to
metals makes it an ideal model for nanotoxicology studies.
In this study, we investigated the eﬀect of CdTe QDs on
Hydra, using three diﬀerent approaches, that is, assessing
the eﬀect on the polyps morphology and regenerating
and reproductive capabilities. We quantitatively estimated
these eﬀects, calculating LC50 and LT50 values, tentacle
regeneration index, and population growth rate, respectively,
for each approach. Overall our data show that TGA-capped
QDs display toxic eﬀect compared to GSH-capped QD or to
untreated animals. As by fluorescence microscopy, we were
unable to evaluate the uptake of the fluorescent QDs into
Hydra cells; at this stage, we cannot assess whether the toxicity is due to an intracellular or extracellular action played
by the TGA-QDs. As we have previously shown that the
positive surface charge is the crucial factor for nanoparticle
internalization into Hydra cells [4], the observed toxicity
of TGA-QD might be due to an extracellular activity, that
is, binding and competing to divalent ions for membrane
receptors, and we are currently investigating in to this aspect.
Several studies suggested that the cytotoxic eﬀects of
(QDs) may be mediated by cadmium ions (Cd2+ ) released
from the QD cores [24], and indeed Hydra has been shown
sensitive to free Cd ions [10]. However, we performed
similar bioassays using the supernatant of pelleted QD
preparation, and we could not detect any induced toxicity,
suggesting a potential role of the Cd2+ ions coordinated by
the negative groups of the capping TGA, on the QD surface,
rather than a release Cd2+ from the QD core. Thus, the
identification of Hydra Cd2+ responsive membrane proteins
would shed light on the potential mechanism of CdTe-QDinduced toxicity. The dose-dependent correlation between
animal viability and QD administered further supports the
hypothesis that their cytotoxicity depends on the QD actions
and not on other ongoing processes, opening the path to
future investigations on the intriguing cellular and molecular
mechanisms underlying the CdTe-QD response in Hydra.
Confocal laser microscopy of single-cell preparation from
CdTe-QDs-treated animals imaged with organelle-specific
dyes might reveal lysosomal damage attributable to the
presence of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which can be
formed via Cd2+ -specific cellular pathways and/or via CdTetriggered photo-oxidative processes involving singlet oxygen
or electron transfer from excited QDs to oxygen [20, 25].
Cell biology investigation tools to check for the presence
of necrosis processes or for the induction of programmed
cell death (apoptosis) will help to unravel the mechanism
underlying CdTe QD toxicity, which would be of invaluable
help to decipher the basis of semiconductor nanocrystal
toxicity also in higher organisms.
In summary, we have shown that, when CdTe QDs
interact with Hydra cells, this interaction induces progressive
changes of cell morphology, leading finally to cell and animal
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Table 1: Comparison of Mean (SE) lethal concentration (LC50) and lethal time (LT50) for TGA- and GSH-capped QDs.
LC50 (nM)
Time (h)
24
48
72

TGA-QDs
687.04 (27.9)
232.89 (31.5)
153.24 (18.9)

GSH-QDs
—
629.99 (18.8)
434.29 (15.3)

death. CdTe-QD-induced cytotoxicity was associated with
QD exposure time and concentration and with the surface
chemistry and coating of the QD. Animal exposure for 2 hr
to nanomolar doses of CdTe QD induced progressive morphological alterations, which were scored up to 72 hrs when
the complete death was detected. Anterior-posterior polarity,
which is normally established during bud morphogenesis
and regeneration, was not aﬀected. The induced toxicity was
more pronounced in case of TGA-QD exposure, rather than
GSH-QD, as shown by the dose responses curves. By treating
the animals with sublethal doses of QDs, both regeneration
assay and population growth rate were aﬀected by TGAand not GSH-capped QD, suggesting either an increased
subcellular stability of GSH-QDs or a protective role played
by GSH against potential Cd2+ -induced ROS productions.
As nanoparticles may enter natural waters through
sewage eﬄuent and landfill leakages and present unknown
risk to aquatic species including freshwater invertebrates,
we recommend that invertebrate testing is used not only
to advance the level of knowledge in nanoecotoxicology
but also for investigating the behaviour and bioavailability
of engineered nanoparticles in the aquatic environment
through standardized tests. In conclusion, we suggest that
our simple model system, up to now used mainly by a
niche of biologists to study developmental and regeneration
processes, has great potential to inspire many scientists
working in the field of nanoscience, from chemists to toxicologists demanding new models to study the impact of
nanoparticles on living organisms and their environment
and to investigate the molecular basis of the bio-nonbio
interactions.
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